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August 21, 2022  Twenty-First Sunday in Ordinary Time 
 
It is not who you are, it is what you do! Sociologists say that power, property, and prestige affect our social status in 
this country. For that reason, we spend our lives acquiring social status by acquiring wealth, education, and position. 
The lyrics from a song entitled, Only What You Do for Christ Will Last, by Commissioned, makes it clear that our status 
in eternal life depends on what we do on this earth. Commissioned bless us with these words “…What goes up must 
come down; Except when the Lord takes you on higher ground; Only what you do for Jesus Christ will last; Everything 
else will fade; Like the future becomes the past; Only what you do, For Jesus Christ will last…”  
 
The first reading from Isaiah was written to the Jews who returned from captivity in 538 B.C., discouraged and not 
strong enough to rebuild Jerusalem. The Chosen People of God had been oppressed, enslaved, and scattered. Part of 
their depression was that they remembered their status as the Chosen People but did not remember their sinful actions 
that caused their destruction. God promised in the verses we hear that other people would do what the Israelites did 
not do. He promised to gather all ethnic groups and the nations of the world who would come to Jerusalem and bring 
with them the Jews who had been exiled as an offering to God. In doing so, they glorified God. Some of these Gentile 
believers will serve as priests and Levites. All humankind will worship in Jerusalem. Having lost their status, the ancient 
Jewish Nation had to do the work of glorifying God by embracing others, the Gentiles. Love, faith, and trust are all 
action words; it is not who we are, it is what we do. 
  
Many of us are burdened with the stress of survival in this life. Our minds are cluttered with the baggage of acquiring 
power, prestige, and property. The pandemic, inflation, violent crime, and assaults on our democratic way of life have 
added to our daily concerns. The readings this week ask us if we can endure the stress of this world and enter the 
narrow gate of eternal life. Can we do without all our possessions and power?  Jesus says, we can, if we remember 
that it is not who we are, it is what we do that counts.  How do you wish to be remembered in this life, for who you 
were, or for what you did? In the United States, especially, social status has a far-reaching effect on our existence. 
Power is the ability to exercise your will over another. Prestige refers to our position in society. Property assigns wealth 
and economic worth to members of society. Our social status in this country depends on our race, gender, power, and 
prestige. Discrimination in society is enabled by power, prestige, and social status.  
 
But the Gospel this Sunday teaches us that it is not what we are, but what we do in Gods eyes. The image of the 
narrow gate in the Gospel suggests misfortune trying to cram through it. This gate to salvation is narrow by design 
because passage requires that we remove the baggage of power, prestige, social status, and injustice of this world. It 
requires that we have the strength to persevere, despite hardship and persecution. As Pope Francis states: Jesus is 
the door. It is a narrow door but always wide open to everyone. It is narrow not because it is oppressive, but to prohibit 
the entry of pride which bloats us. It is not who you are, it is what you do!  
 
The question that someone asks Jesus in the Gospel today occurs as He is headed to Jerusalem and the cross. 
Behind the question however is the arrogant assumption that only Jews would be saved. Jesus immediately made the 
matter personal. The question is not how many will be saved, but will YOU be saved! How important is power, prestige 
and property to you? 
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